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Mibiton fifteen years of funding entrepreneurial spirit in Life Sciences

During the Life Sciences Capitals congress on 9 December

Gerard van Beynum received acknowledgement for all his

2009, Netty Buitelaar received the annual Mibiton Quality

efforts and achievements; the developer of the Beagle building,

Certificate on behalf of the Leiden Bio Sciences Park. The Leiden

Ruud van Spronsen, presented Gerard with a plaque

Bio Sciences Park received this quality certificate because it

representing an area in the Beagle building that will be named

attracted the most innovative Life Science companies.

after him. The plaque will be placed in a beautiful location in the
new building.

Former chairman Gerard van Beynum is handing over the annual report 2008 to Annemarie Jorritsma, Mayor of Almere
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Mibiton funds remain
crucial for the Life
Sciences
2009 was yet another successful year for Mibiton. In total
we facilitated five investments in seven companies. For
example, we provided PROXY laboratories and Prosensa
with new equipment for the second time, but we also
welcomed new ‘customers’ like TOP, Juicy-Line, Merus,
CellCoTec and NSure. Mibiton plays an important role by
providing financing for early stage and start-up Life
Sciences companies. Under the current economic
circumstances the Mibiton funds are crucial, because it is
very difficult for these companies to find the funds to
finance equipment and facilities.
Mibiton has proven to be a unique instrument for the Life
Sciences sector. With our fifteen years of experience as
an investment fund in Life Sciences equipment and
facilities we possess the expertise that is required to
successfully assess applications. And, as you can read in
this Annual Report, our customers are very complimentary
about our professional skills, our transparency and the
fast procedures.
The key issues that we will address from 2010 onwards
are: securing the future of Mibiton and adapting its tools
to market needs. This year we will reintroduce the Science

Fund, which is aimed at public-private partnerships
between universities and industry.
As the new chairman of Mibiton, I would like to thank
Gerard van Beynum, the founder and driver of Mibiton
over the past fifteen years. Mibiton is one of the few
instruments in the Life Sciences that is still up and running
after such a long time. It is small and beautiful and,
I promise you, it will remain so!
I would also like to thank Clemens van Blitterswijk for his
very much appreciated contribution to the Board. At the
same time, I would like to welcome Denise van den Berg
from Genzyme, who will take Clemens’ place on the Board
in 2010.
On behalf of the whole Mibiton team, I hope that our
results and philosophy will inspire you to make use of our
funds and that you will support our main mission: to
strengthen the R&D infrastructure in the Life Sciences.
Colja Laane
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Former chairman Gerard van Beynum

“The secret of Mibiton is
that we operate as a company”

prof. Gerard M.A. van Beynum
chairman Mibiton Foundation
from 1994 till 2009

Prof. Gerard M.A. van Beynum
Chairman Mibiton Foundation from 1994 till 2009
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“The Mibiton approach has been an example for many
new initiatives within the Dutch Life Sciences. Mibiton
acted as a role model for public private partnerships,
entrepreneurial professors and new Life Sciences
companies.”
As chairman, Gerard van Beynum was ‘Mr. Mibiton’ for
fifteen years. He started the fund with Rob van der Meer,
who at that time was Director of the trade association
Niaba.
Van Beynum has listed four points that he would like to
make in this interview in order to demonstrate the
enormous influence of this relatively small fund.
The first point is entrepreneurship, a word that did not
exist in the Netherlands in the eighties. Van Beynum:
“At that time the Life Sciences entrepreneurs were found
in the USA and the UK, but not in the Netherlands.
The Netherlands had special programmes for biotech and
Life Sciences like the ‘Innovation Oriented Research
Programme’ and the research school ABON, but these
were all scientific programmes. Mibiton introduced a new
species: the entrepreneurial professor. We started as a
Science fund, but the condition for our investments was
that the industry should pay back at least half of the
investment within a period of five years. So, the then very
scientific professors had to go to companies to persuade
them to make use of a university facility. This was a new
formula for both parties. Until then universities simply
bought facilities and handed them over to the researchers.
We forced the scientists to form public-private
partnerships. The advantage for Mibiton was that we
created a revolving fund; at least fifty percent of our
investments came back through industry contributions.
Rob van der Meer was responsible for this brilliant idea
and it is the reason that Mibiton was able to increase its
budget by fifty percent.”
We operated the Mibiton fund as a company and worked
in the same way that an entrepreneur would do.
We managed government funds as a business. This was a
new phenomenon. Mibiton consequently became a role
model for other funds like STIGON and BioPartner Facility
Support. Over the following years Mibiton tailored its
policy to meet market demands. We introduced new
instruments, such as the Lease Fund and the Solo Fund,
and again, just like any business manager, we would
change our strategy depending on the market conditions.”

role model for the BioPartner programme (also with
Gerard as chairman) and Niaba (idem).
“We were able to demonstrate that the Netherlands
lacked a special programme for the stimulation of
entrepreneurship within the Life Sciences. There was no
seed money, no incubators, no venture capital, and so on.
We convinced the Ministry of Economic Affairs to start
BioPartner, a programme that became very successful.
It resulted in one hundred new Life Sciences companies,
75 percent of which are still alive today.”
His third point is continuity. “Initiatives like Mibiton should
be continued for at least ten to fifteen years. By operating
Mibiton as a company and by introducing the revolving
fund we were able to ensure this continuity. It enabled us
to stretch our budget to cover more than the initial five
years, which was a new approach and a pleasant surprise
for the Ministry of Economic Affairs.”
The fourth point is professionalism. “We attracted high
profile professionals as Members of the Board and staffed
the office with talented people with a wealth of expertise.
We also sought additional expertise on the Board, such
as Venture Capital specialists. People make the difference.
We also decided to evaluate our track record of
investments, which were indeed very impressive. This was
the main reason that the Ministry of Economic Affairs
trusted Mibiton as a co-investor in BioConnection, which
was also a new phenomenon in the Life Sciences in
the Netherlands.
We further decided to enhance our marketing capabilities
through the appointment of Rob Hanzon. As a result of his
efforts our pipeline of new projects is nicely filled.”

“Mibiton introduced a new species: the entrepreneurial professor.”

Van Beynum ends with a wish for the future: “I hope that
Mibiton will succeed in becoming self-financing. With a
track record of fifteen years and dozens of successful
investments, Mibiton should be able to attract new capital
and to double its current budget. Mibiton’s ultimate goal of
becoming a self-supporting enterprise will then have been
achieved.”

The second point Van Beynum wants to make is the
continuous orientation on the creation of valorization and
new business. “We had the idea that scientific knowledge
should lead to new products and new processes. With
our public-private partnerships and entrepreneurial
professors we were able to help to further build young
companies like Pepscan.” In this way Mibiton acted as a
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From left to right Richard H. Holslag, Vice President Manufacturing Prosensa and
William D. van Dongen, Manager Analytical R&D PROXY Laboratories
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Prosensa, PROXY and Mibiton
extend their cooperation
As a research company Prosensa had to get used to the
strict Good Laboratory Practices (GLP) in the
pharmaceutical industry. PROXY Laboratories provided
the necessary facilities and education and Mibiton
provided the essential analytical equipment. The three
parties are now extending their cooperation.
Prosensa, located in Leiden (NL), is a biopharmaceutical
company focused on the discovery, development and
commercialization of nucleic acid-based therapeutics
correcting gene expression in diseases with unmet
medical needs, in particular neuromuscular disorders.
Prosensa is focused on developing a treatment for
Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (DMD). At the end of 2009
Prosensa entered into a worldwide collaboration with
GlaxoSmithKline for the development and
commercialization of part of its product candidates for
DMD. Both parties have initiated preparations for a Phase
III study which is expected to start in 2010.
PROXY Laboratories, also based in Leiden, started in 2001
as an independent quality control laboratory for the
international Life Sciences and pharmaceutical industries.
PROXY is certified for testing medicines and ingredients
for these companies. PROXY is involved in the whole chain
of pharmaceutical development, from the analysis of lead
compounds and raw materials to the control of end
products. The company provides analytical method
development and validation, as well as training and
consultancy in quality control, quality assurance and
regulatory affairs.
Prosensa and PROXY have been working together for the
past three years. Mibiton provided both companies with
the necessary analytical equipment, consisting of a LCMS
facility which can be used for GLP analyses.

the results of the synthesis. Again both companies put in
an application to Mibiton. Ruud Santing, CEO of PROXY:
“This investment is a considerable amount of money for
two young companies in the Life Sciences. The current
economic crisis makes it very hard to obtain financing for
equipment.”
Holslag: “Mibiton was instrumental in this process; with
their expertise they are easily able to assess the value of
an application like this. Mibiton acted very quickly and
delivered on its promises.”
Santing: “This new equipment gives us the opportunity to
further extend our cooperation, also with Mibiton. The
fund helps us to grow.”
Both companies expect a strong growth over the coming
years. Santing: “PROXY is growing at a steady rate of
twenty percent each year. In seven years time we expect
to employ 150 people.”

“Mibiton was instrumental in this process; with their expertise they are
easily able to assess the value of an application.”

Richard Holslag: “Prosensa expects to grow from around
50 to 80 people in the course of 2010.”
Both emphasize the need for continuity in government
support. “Look what has been realized in Leiden over the
past 25 years. This is all down to continuity in Life
Sciences. Sustained government support is an essential
ingredient of a healthy investment climate for Life
Sciences innovation. The Mibiton proposition is an
excellent example in this respect.”

Prosensa is now entering clinical stage III and faces new
analytical challenges. “Our product is a twenty-mer
oligonucleotide. This is a very delicate synthetic process”,
says Richard Holslag, Vice President Manufacturing.
“Thanks to Mibiton’s support we can apply top class
methodologies to synthesize and analyze these complex
molecules.”
This is also where PROXY comes in, because PROXY
offers the analytical instruments and expertise to analyze
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Robbert Dijkgraaf,
President of the
Royal Netherlands Academy
of Arts and Sciences

Robbert Dijkgraaf, President KNAW 

Photographer: Henk Thomas

“Increasing the cohesion in education and research is
important for success in the competitive international
arena, both in Europe and abroad. As a player in this
international competition, The Netherlands needs to
secure a good position. We have many eminent scientists
in the Netherlands, but we need more than individual
top quality to form a winning team. We have to increase
the quality, visibility, and impact of our research.
The result will be more than the sum of its parts: the
individual top scientist.”
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“We have to
increase the
quality, visibility,
and impact of
research”
How do we organize this?
Robbert Dijkgraaf, President of the Royal Netherlands
Academy of Arts and Sciences: “Mainly by coordinating
the separate research agendas of all of the parties. We
should not curtail competition in our own country;
competition is fine. Neither should we create the
equivalent of a plan economy, a corsage. We need finer
tuning and a better look at each other’s plans. This is
about a cohesive time line, based on a long-term vision.
It is also about cohesion in terms of location: physical

concentration, visiting each other, avoiding duplication
and unnecessary overhead.
Science needs continuity, a clear point on the horizon and
a stable breeding ground. Look, for instance, at the Life
Sciences and the time between the formulation of an idea
and the introduction of a drug. In public-private
partnership, it is the government that has to designate a
point on the horizon and provide a stable breeding ground
to stimulate and to tempt companies. Companies need to
be supported, as only then will they be able to gear their
plans toward the universities’ research agendas.”
The realization of a pattern card with the top of university
research was a very tiring process. Will the universities
ever reach agreements about disciplines?
Dijkgraaf: “The card that was published in 2009 was the
first step for universities as it depicted their differing
strengths. The next step will involve the sector plans
formulated by a number of scientific disciplines, like
physics and chemistry. They link strengths to binding
agreements. I believe strongly in this bottom-up approach,
where scientists make mutual agreements. Scientists are
doing fine – performing strength/weakness analyses is
part of their job. Sector plans help to rake the scientific
landscape and help to achieve focussed research.”
Can we use FES funds for this goal?
Dijkgraaf: “There is currently a lot of discussion about the
built-in discontinuity in FES projects. In principle, it is only
temporary money.”
How can we ensure a continuous flow of public-private
partnerships (PPPs), for instance in the Life Sciences,
where dozens of PPP projects are due to end within the
next few years?
Dijkgraaf: “Last September, the Royal Academy and a
number of partners wrote a letter about the FES to the
Government’s Lower House. We advocated an
improvement in the way the FES resources were spent.
We proposed transferring FES money to a separate Fund
for the Knowledge Infrastructure. This would stabilize the
spending for science and technology. Large knowledge
projects would get the same treatment as the large
infrastructural projects. We also suggested that, in
addition to departments, consortia of companies and
knowledge institutions should be allowed to submit
proposals to one Minister, namely the Minister with the
FES in his portfolio. We also pledged to safeguard the
scientific quality of projects financed by the FES,
particularly by providing transparency in the selection
process by giving NWO control of the scientific quality.
I am convinced that these decisions will substantially
contribute to the realization of more cohesion, more
stability and an improvement in quality. Our proposal fits
in with the Innovation Platform’s recent plea for an

integrated agenda for research and innovation. The basic
assumption is the importance of a long-term agenda that
will trigger the submission of innovative plans from
knowledge institutions and companies.”
Excellent research demands substantial investment in
new technology, apparatus and facilities. How can
The Netherlands set its priorities for these investments?
Dijkgraaf: “This is why a long-term agenda is essential.
Three important aspects play a role in the formulation of
this agenda. First, we want to build on our scientific
strengths, to make the best research even better. Next,
we have to connect to the strengths of the industry, which
are defined in key areas. These are not just the current
key areas (as defined by the former Innovation Platform),
but also potential key areas: Where do we see chances?
Finally, we have to look at societal problems, where
research and innovation play a crucial role in the solution.
This inherently deals with the finding of niches, parts of
problems where the Netherlands can play a leading
international role. No country alone will be able to win the
battle against cancer.

“Bringing the Netherlands back into the world’s top five countries for
education, research and innovation has the highest priority.”

The Netherlands has a special responsibility: we achieve
two to three percent of the total scientific output, which is
quite surprising considering our size, and in some
research fields we belong to the top five countries in the
world. Therefore it is important to look further than our
borders when we formulate our research and innovation
agenda. An outside view can help us to recognize our own
strengths and determine what type of research we want
to invest in.”
What is, in your opinion, the ideal paragraph about
science in the next Government’s policy statement?
Dijkgraaf: “The government will implement the
parliamentary resolution, initiated by MP’s Hamer, Slob
and Van Geel; bringing the Netherlands back into the
world’s top five countries for education, research and
innovation has the highest priority. With that goal in mind,
an integral agenda for research and innovation will be
formulated. Even in times of shrinking budgets and
shortages, the importance of education, research and
innovation justifies extra investment.’
Scientific research rests on two pillars: education and
innovation. These three connected key words – ‘research,
education and innovation’ – form the recipe for economic
success and prosperity, but also form part of an important
legacy for future generations. It is our societal duty to
safeguard investment in education and innovation.”
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Mark Bruijn (Juicy-Line)

“High Pressure Processing equipment
significantly prolongs the shelf-life of
fresh products like fruit juice”

Bert H. Tournois, Managing Director TOP and Mark Bruijn, Chief Executive Officer Juicy-Line

High pressure processing
High pressure processing causes minimal changes in the fresh characteristics of foods by eliminating thermal degradation. Compared to
thermal processing, HPP results in foods with fresher taste, and better appearance, texture and nutrition. Because the pressure is
transmitted uniformly in all directions simultaneously, food retains its shape, even at extreme pressures. And because no heat is needed,
the sensory characteristics of the food are retained without compromising microbial safety. In general, HPP can provide shelf lives similar
to thermal pasteurization. Pressure pasteurization kills vegetative bacteria and, unless the product is acidic, it requires refrigerated
storage. For foods where thermal pasteurization is not an option due to flavour, texture or colour changes, HPP can extend the shelf-life by
two to three fold over a non-pasteurized counterpart, and improve food safety. As commercial products are developed, shelf-life can be
established based on microbiological and sensory testing.
Source: Ohio State University
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In order to produce fresh fruit juice for the export market
it has to stay fresh for a month. Thanks to High Pressure
Processing (HPP) this can be achieved with the
conservation of both taste and freshness. Mibiton leased
the first HPP-equipment in the Netherlands to the JuicyLine company and TOP.
HPP is a new technology in fruit processing where fruit is
subjected to pressures up to 6000 bars. This pressure,
which is comparable to the pressure at sixty kilometers
under the sea level, inactivates most bacteria. HPP retains
the quality of fruit juice, maintains natural freshness, and
extends the microbiological shelf-life.
Mark Bruijn, one of the directors of Juicy-Line in Ochten
(NL): “We produce fresh fruit juices, mainly for the local
market, because it is hard to export these products that
have to stay fresh. In the Netherlands the shelf-life is
about eight days. We pay a lot of attention to the uniform
quality of our juices. For orange juice we use oranges
from different countries like Morocco, Spain and Uruguay.
Depending on the time of the season we change the
composition of the juice in order to maintain a uniform
taste. Each juice always has to taste the same, otherwise
the consumer will stop purchasing the product.
Although our products are of excellent quality, we cannot
export them due to their limited shelf-life. For export to
countries like France and Germany we need a shelf-life of
at least four weeks. We therefore started an experiment
with HPP in our plant last year. This proved to be a very
good solution, because the taste remains the same while
the shelf-life is prolonged to two months. The taste is even
better than freshly pressed juice at home.
We were introduced to HPP through a consultancy
company called TOP and started a collaboration by renting
a pilot HPP. But this was a very expensive experiment.
During the pilot we paid 9000 euro rent each month, in
the knowledge that if we bought the machine the rent
would be subtracted from the sale price. Juicy-Line
wanted to start the commercial production of HPP juices;
TOP wanted to carry out product development studies in
cooperation with food companies.
“My colleague from TOP, Bert Tournois, took the
opportunity to apply for a Mibiton Share lease
construction. Bert was acquainted with the Mibiton
Investment Manager Kees Recourt. This application led to
a financing of 470,000 euro for a period of five years. We
were impressed by Mibiton and pleasantly surprised by
the speed of the decision making”.

whole food production chain. HPP is a good example. We
have considerable expertise in HPP and want to introduce,
develop and demonstrate the technology within
the Netherlands, not only as an end of pipe solution, but
also integrated into the production process as a unit
operation, and in combination with other technologies like
microwave cooking. HPP offers far more opportunities
than just a pasteurization step. We are currently working
on using HPP in the production of complete ready meals.
This is a delicate process, because the different
ingredients react differently to these high pressures.
We are trying to produce a meal that tastes even better
than a freshly prepared one, which could be used on air
flights and in hospitals. For these reasons the facility
provided by Mibiton is very important as we can carry out
our experiments at this facility. The only ‘danger’ is that
the capacity will be too small for both Juicy Line and TOP.
But we are already thinking about the following step:
a second HPP with more capacity. ”

“We were impressed by Mibiton and pleasantly surprised by
the speed of the decision making.”

This Mibiton facility is the first HPP-equipment for food
and fruit in Western Europe.
Mark Bruijn explains how it works: “The orange juice is
packaged in a plastic bottle and loaded into a high
pressure chamber filled with water. The chamber is
pressurized until 6000 bars and this pressure is
transmitted through the package into the juice. The
pressure is applied for a few minutes. The juice is then
removed and stored in the conventional way. The
technology is particularly suited to fruit juices, fruit salad,
meat and meat products. HPP gives us the opportunity to
export our products to the whole of Western Europe. This
means an enormous export potential. The products are
also convenient for small restaurants wanting to avoid the
burden of processing fresh products.“

Bert Tournois adds: “TOP is a consultancy company for
R&D in food processing aimed at the innovative SMEs. For
these SMEs the existing knowledge institutions are mostly
too expensive. TOP has found a niche in the market
because we focus on the output of our projects and an
SME can make direct use of our findings. We oversee the
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Thom de Graaf, Mayor of Nijmegen

“We want to strengthen the Life
Sciences cluster around Nijmegen”
Life Sciences have occupied a very prominent place in Nijmegen
over the past decennia. Indeed Life Sciences are an essential link in
the knowledge economy which is developing very prosperously in
our city. This is due to the excellent cooperation between medical
institutes, the University for Applied Sciences, the Radboud
University, industry and the city. Nijmegen’s fame in this field is not
limited to the borders of the city.

Thom de Graaf,
Mayor of Nijmegen
Thom de Graaf, Mayor of Nijmegen
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Thanks to leading institutes, groundbreaking research and
first rate education, the oldest city in the Netherlands is
not only known far beyond its city borders but also far
beyond the Netherlands.
How important are Life Sciences for the Nijmegen region?
Thom de Graaf, Mayor of Nijmegen: “The university
campus Heijendaal, for example, accommodates many
knowledge institutions and first rate research facilities.
This successfully covers the whole chain from
fundamental research at molecular level to the end
development of clinically tested products. The power of
Nijmegen lies mainly in the fact that the total development
can be processed at a high level within a small
geographical region. The core of this power is the
University Medical Centre (UMC) St. Radboud, the
Radboud University Nijmegen and the University of
Applied Sciences Arnhem Nijmegen. Top researchers
work here with unique, highly valued top facilities in a
number of well- known knowledge institutes, such as the
FC Donders Institute, the Max Planck Institute, the
Nijmegen Center for Molecular Life Sciences and the
High Field Magnet Laboratory.
The proximity of the specialized medical hospital the
St. Maartenskliniek (posture and movement) and the
Canisius Wilhelmina hospital completes the Life Sciences
cluster. Innovative companies like Synthon, Mercachem,
NovioGendix, Lead Pharma, Future Chemistry,
AAP Bio-implants, Medimmune en Modiquest are also
important links.
Knowledge institutes in Life Sciences will always attract
clever individuals, and when combined with the education
at universities and the UMC St. Radboud these institutes
can guarantee a highly-qualified labour force. In addition,
the knowledge institutes provide jobs at all levels. Also
the high percentage of innovative starters is directly
linked to the presence of these institutes. The Radboud
University and the UMC also open their specialized
laboratories and unique high quality research facilities to
the industry. In this way small and medium-sized
companies can apply new knowledge and bring it to the
market. Also the cooperation with other sectors has been
established. An example of this cooperation is the
hemostasis biochip, in which the semiconductor producer
NXP participates.
Nijmegen is not alone in its drive to stimulate the
development of knowledge and innovation in the region.
We are part of a strong network in the medical and health
sector in east Netherlands. The ‘Nijmegen - Enschede –
Wageningen’ triangle can compete with the international
top in the field of knowledge and innovation.”

What are the ambitions of this Health Valley?
“We want to strengthen the Life Sciences cluster around
Nijmegen. An important goal is to make top science more
accessible for commercial utilization. Together with the
Health Valley Foundation we focus on a number of
promising fields: Molecule to Human, E-Health, the
development of medical devices and reconstructive
generative medicines and the healthy human. In E-Health,
for example, Nijmegen has accomplished successful pilot
projects with telemonitoring. The use of ICT makes it
possible to remotely monitor the progress of patients.”

Mibiton can be instrumental in facilitating spin-offs by offering
companies the opportunity to use expensive facilities and apparatus
relatively cheaply.”

How does Nijmegen stimulate the Life Sciences industry?
“Nijmegen has close contacts with the companies and
institutions in the field of Life Sciences. The city facilitates
this by linking them to other relevant stakeholders. In our
acquisition policy we have chosen a number of
spearheads, one of which is the Life Sciences. The Life
Sciences cluster is strengthened by spin-offs from the
Radboud University and the UMC St. Radboud. The
community supports this. We cooperate closely with the
valorization offices of both institutes and the Health Valley
Foundation. The city supports this foundation both
financially and through the provision of personnel. An
example is the Health Knowledge Cluster Agreement.
Health Valley selects six innovative projects and the city
provides 400,000 euros for the development of innovative
and commercially promising medical-technological
products. In addition, Nijmegen acquires parties that can
strengthen this cluster. This is done in close cooperation
with Life Sciences parties that are already represented in
the city. Nijmegen is developing a new site called the
‘Novio Tech’ campus, in collaboration with
‘Ontwikkelingsmaatschappij Oost NV’ and NXP. This
campus aims to attract parties in Life Sciences and the
semi-conductor sector.”
How does a fund like Mibiton fit into this strategy?
“Mibiton can be instrumental in facilitating spin-offs by
offering companies the opportunity to use expensive
facilities and apparatus relatively cheaply. This enhances
the rate of success of these companies. Mibiton can also
play a role in attracting Life Sciences companies by
ensuring that the Novio Tech Innovation Center is in an
interesting location offering the facilities that these
companies need.”
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Laurens Sierkstra, Chief Executive Officer BAC

Laurens Sierkstra, BAC meets its forecasts

“We went back to Mibiton for the financing
of two expensive instruments. We will
need Mibiton for the next couple of years
and are very happy with this fund”
16
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Two years ago BAC in Naarden (NL) made two forecasts
in the Mibiton Annual Report 2007. Firstly, CEO Laurens
Sierkstra predicted that the workforce would grow to
35 people. Secondly, he predicted that a new agreement
would be signed with Mibiton for the lease of two new
instruments. Both forecasts were met.
BAC’s R&D scientists now use the Octet instrument for
the screening of new ligands. The Octet has doubled the
scientists’ output. It is combined with an AKTA explorer
for the testing of the chromatographic characteristics of
the affinity ligands. Together these instruments cost about
150,000 euro.
Laurens Sierkstra, CEO: “Just as in 2007 BAC still doesn’t
want to invest heavily in equipment but prefers to invest in
research and development and in people. Commercial
lease companies are reluctant to finance this type of R&D
equipment, mainly because they don’t understand the
biopharmaceutical market.
Mibiton has a track record of making quick decisions; the
Board and the Investment Manager Kees Recourt bring in
a considerable amount of experience in investing in Life
Sciences companies. We are therefore very happy with
their support, both in terms of know-how as well as
financially. We will rely on Mibiton for the next couple of
years and are pleased with this opportunity.” Sierkstra
regrets that financial instruments for Life Sciences SMEs,
such as those provided by Mibiton, are lacking in the
Netherlands. “For companies like BAC, which have to
finance the expensive growth of production, it would be
very helpful. Many start-up companies struggle to find
financial support when they enter this development phase.”
BAC is very successful in the large-scale purification of
pharmaceutical products like vaccines and proteins. The
company recently extended its collaboration with GE
Healthcare. BAC provides an affinity resin for the
purification of alpha-1 antitrypsin (AAT) from blood plasma,
recombinant cell culture or transgenic sources. This resin
has been developed as part of GE Healthcare’s Custom
Designed Media (CDM) programme and provides a new
solution for AAT purification in the biopharmaceutical
industry. BAC and GE Healthcare have been working
together for the past couple of years. It started with the
development and marketing of affinity chromatography
media for the purification of therapeutic recombinant

Factor VIII. BAC is now involved in the production and
development of seven major classes of pharmaceutical
products, including antibody fragments and blood
coagulation factors.

“We will rely on Mibiton for the next couple of years and are
pleased with this opportunity.”

“We are a non-typical small biotech company”, says
Sierkstra, “because we not only discover, but also
manufacture our own products. We now have a wide
range of our CaptureSelect ligands available through our
partnership with GE Healthcare, covering the large-scale
purification of proteins, antibodies and viruses. Our
ligands result in high purity biopharmaceutical products
and the purification process demands mild process
conditions, which are important for the quality and the
yield of the end products.”
Last year BAC entered into a license agreement with
Octapharma (Lachen, Switzerland) for the anti-Factor IX
affinity ligand in the large scale purification of
recombinant Factor IX (FIX). Octapharma produces FIX
for the treatment of bleeding in Hemophilia B. The
companies have started a new discovery programme
under which BAC will develop an affinity ligand for the
purification of recombinant human granulocyte-colony
stimulating factor (G-CSF), which has applications in
oncology and hematology.
In the meantime BAC is working on its own product line.
Sierkstra: “We are looking at biosimilars that run out of
patents, like EPO and a couple of others. Our second R&D
line is the development of purification products for
vaccines, which is also a high growth area.”
BAC also started a web shop for the supply of products
for the R&D market for drug discovery. “This is a growth
market for us and it generates extra turnover. It is also a
strategic market providing us with an insight into the
types of molecules R&D scientists are working on. We try
to cluster this information in order to find new markets for
our products. We will expand this business both in volume
and in the range of products and we will do this together
with distributors for the Life Sciences R&D market.”
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Jens Riesle (CellCoTec)

“Our technology will be the new
standard for treating cartilage defects”

Clayton Wilson, Founder and Director and
Jens Riesle, Chief Scientific Officer and Executive Director CellCoTec
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This year will be crucial for the Cellular Regeneration
Technology (CRT) of CellCoTec, a young Life Sciences
company in Bilthoven (NL). CellCoTec provides a singlesurgery solution for damaged articular cartilage in the
knee, and the first patients were treated in the beginning
of 2010. Mibiton facilitated in the purchase of the 3D
fibre deposition equipment for the manufacture of
scaffolds as load bearing analogues of cartilage.
There is hope on the horizon for sportsmen and women
suffering from knee injuries with cartilage damage.
Today’s cell-therapies need two surgeries and a long
recovery period, usually a year, during which patients
cannot practice their sport. Current one stage
procedures are mostly temporary, with problems often
returning over time. The articular cartilage in our knees
acts as a shock absorber and provides load bearing
capabilities. It is usually two to five millimeters thick in
humans and has a smooth surface that reduces friction
levels when one bone comes into contact with another.
Cartilage at the end of articulating bones, is uniquely able
to absorb mechanical shocks, distribute the applied load
evenly to the underlying bone and enable frictionless
articulation and joint flexion.
“CellCoTec is developing a single surgery cell therapy for
cartilage defect repair and not only for sports people. Our
approach is to combine the patient’s own bone marrow
and cartilage cells. This leads to cartilage formation. We
combine marrow and cartilage cells with a biodegradable
polymer scaffold which has the mechanical properties of
cartilage”, explains Jens Riesle, Chief Scientific Officer
and Executive Director.
“We isolate both the bone marrow and the cartilage cells
in minutes during the first phase of the surgery and we
bring them together on the scaffold. This means the cells
will not need to be expanded during the process,
maintaining their cartilaginous properties. We and others
have found cartilage and bone marrow cells to synergize
and enhance cartilage formation. Therefore we get a
better quality of cartilage repair, based on cell to cell
communication.”
He summarizes the anticipated advantages: “It’s a single
surgery, due to the use of freshly harvested cells from the
patient, both bone marrow cells and cartilage cells and
the rehabilitation time is much shorter due to the
mechanical properties of the polymer scaffolds, which are
comparable to native cartilage.” This is expected to allow
load bearing on the knee within weeks, which is
substantially faster than with existing cell-based
treatments. CellCoTec wants to develop the CRT into an
integrated kit that will provide clinicians with all the
required tools, like a cell processor and the scaffold.

The production of the biodegradable polymer scaffold is
crucial in this whole process. It is a 3D fabric, which is
produced by a 3D ‘printing device’. It has to be a very
porous structure to enable the delivery of the cells and
the generation of new tissue. The mechanical properties
have to be the same as those of cartilage. Current cellbased therapies use either no scaffolds or scaffolds with
weak mechanical properties.

“Mibiton is a unique fund, these kinds of government loans and
subsidies are crucial for a company like CellCoTec.”

Jens Riesle: “What we needed was equipment to produce
these 3D scaffolds in a uniform way. We used equipment
from the University of Twente, but we wanted to have our
own facility in order to be able to produce the scaffolds
under GMP standards according to the FDA- guidelines.
Therefore, we applied to Mibiton for a SYSEng Bioplotter,
which costs approximately 50,000 euro. It is a small
robot with an integrated mini polymer extruder that
produces fabrics of the required size and a thickness of a
few millimeters. The interesting aspect is that we are able
to completely control the geometry. Our project leader,
Clayton Wilson, managed to master this process in the
very short time of six months. The scaffolds are so porous
that you can see through them.“
“Mibiton acted very quickly and that’s why we are now one
of the first companies in Europe with this standalone
equipment. It is essential for our ongoing clinical trial, for
which we will enrol a total of about forty patients in the
next six to twelve months.” Mibiton is a unique fund in
Europe which has provided substantial added value for
CellCoTec, as it will hopefully for other companies in the
future, in particular, at a time in which the typical VC
financing is a challenge to obtain for pre-product
companies, due to lower risk investments currently
available to VCs. Financing instruments like Mibiton are
therefore perfectly suitable for SMEs, maybe more so
than some other, larger programmes, like the
‘kenniswerkers regeling’ (knowledge workers regulation).
CellCoTec has been aware of the Mibiton programme for
some years, and applied for the loan last year with
suitable equipment at hand. We are delighted to be part of
this excellent programme.
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Feike Sijbesma,
Chief Executive Officer Royal DSM

“The Netherlands
needs a new industrial
policy”
F. Sijbesma
Chairman Board of Managers DSM
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“In the next decade(s) we can expect a lot from Life
Sciences and biotech. I’ve had this feeling before but now
Biotech / Life Sciences is ready to help the world meet
global challenges like health, wellness, sustainable energy
and climate change. The Netherlands can contribute a
lot but needs to make clear choices through a clear
industrial policy.”
“The Netherlands Life Sciences sector can contribute a
great deal to the big challenges of the world in the coming
decades. When I look back over the past ten years I am
amazed at what has been realized. Take for instance the
enormous development in enzymes for the detergent
industry. It enables us to wash at temperatures as low as
30 degrees centigrade, thereby saving a considerable
amount of energy. Enzymes also play a crucial role in the
development of sustainable biochemical processes, like
the production of medicines, materials and bio-fuels. Our
company DSM has changed from a chemical company into
a Life Sciences and Materials Sciences company because
we believe that the future lies in the Life Sciences and the
bio-based economy.
In the Netherlands we combine an excellent knowledge
base with a very powerful chemical and agro food
industry. Over the past years, industry, government and
knowledge institutions have formed dozens of publicprivate partnerships (PPPs) in food, health, and chemistry.
DSM participates in a number of these PPPs, which
include BMM, TIFN and BE Basic and the Dutch Polymer
Institute.
The Netherlands has built up a worldwide reputation with
these PPPs, which aim to turn scientific knowledge into
added value, benefiting the economy as well as society in
general.
Over the coming years this will result in new products
addressing key global issues such as life style related
diseases. We will also see many new bio-based chemical
processes and products and, last but not least, the Life
Sciences will lead to new concepts in food.
The Netherlands combines scientific strength in Life
Sciences with at least two strong economic sectors:
chemicals and agro-food. In order to maintain our position
within the world market in these sectors we should
combine our strengths in Life Sciences with our economic
strengths. Other countries in Asia, but also in Europe,
have already recognized this combination. If we want to
compete with the top countries of the world we should
strive to attain a continuous process of renewal of our
business.
We should therefore make clear choices in the Life
Sciences and stick to these choices over a long period, of
say ten to twenty years. These choices should be made in
a triangle of economic, scientific and societal needs. The
Netherlands needs an industrial policy specifically

focused on winning (industrial) sectors. In my opinion we
cannot cut our science base loose from our production
industry. A country needs to have its own industry. This
will guarantee that the Life Sciences knowledge stays in
touch with the needs of the companies and is the best
way to ensure that companies keep their R&D in the
Netherlands. A knowledge based industry needs R&D and
R&D is often connected to industries.
Look at Singapore, a country with 16 million inhabitants,
like the Netherlands. It has chosen to develop the Life
Sciences, both scientifically and in terms of new business.
Singapore will continue this policy for a period up to
twenty years. This should also be the way forward for
the Netherlands.

“ The worst thing the Netherlands can do is to cut costs on
knowledge and innovation.”

These choices also have consequences for our PPPs. We
should continue with the programmes that fit in with the
industrial policy, but again over a longer period than the
current four (plus) years. This will lead to new start-up and
spin-off companies. The effect will be synergistic, as we
have seen on our Campus in Geleen, Chemelot, where we
have attracted sixty new companies with a total
workforce of one thousand people. The combination of big
companies with SMEs is very fruitful, both in PPPs as well
as in the form of a campus. Mibiton plays its own role in
this spectrum by facilitating the SMEs with the necessary
instruments and apparatus, which are essential but
unaffordable for most SMEs.
Another consequence of making clear choices is that we
should pay more attention to the education of beta people
within the Life Sciences. We have to invest in our
education.
I hope the next government will pay serious attention to
these subjects in its governmental agreement. The worst
thing we can do is to cut costs on knowledge and
innovation, because this will shut down the engine that is
driving the future economic growth. During the economic
crisis DSM did a lot of cost cutting, but we did not cut
back on innovation, which was kept safe. Innovation will
generate turnover: it is the basis of our future and of our
children’s future.”
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Mark Throsby (Merus)

“We are taking the next step in
antibody based drugs”

Mark Throsby, Chief Operating Officer Merus BioPharmaceuticals
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At the beginning of 2010 Merus, a biopharmaceutical
company in Utrecht (NL), closed a € 21.7 million Series B
financing round. The company plans to use the money to
develop drugs in oncology, inflammation and infectious
diseases, based on new highly potent human antibodies.
Mibiton provided Merus with the Octet biosensor, which is
essential to measure the affinity of antibodies.
“Human monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) are now applied in
clinical practice worldwide as drugs against diseases like
cancer and chronic inflammations such as rheumatic
arthritis. In principle they are effective and non toxic. This
is the reason why the pharmaceutical world has shown a
great deal of interest in this field”, says Mark Throsby,
Merus’ Chief Operating Officer. “The problem is that a
single mAb does not provide the optimal clinical effect or
over time loses effectiveness. One solution is to combine
different mAbs that have different mechanisms of action.
Compare it with current treatments of HIV where five
different drugs are required to control infection. Merus is
working on a new approach that combines two or more
mAbs. Merus has developed a technology to produce
different antibodies in single clonal cell lines.
We are able to produce them as full-length bispecific
antibodies (BiClonics), but also as what we call
‘Oligoclonics’, mixtures of three to five human mAbs, also
produced by a single cell. We have found that these
mixtures have more potent biological effects than single
mAbs. Merus has also developed a novel proprietory
technology based around transgenic mice called MeMo
which supply the building blocks of BiClonics and
Oligoclonics. Merus is applying the MeMo, BiClonic and
Oligoclonics technologies to build a pipeline of innovative
therapeutic antibodies.”
Merus uses a two step strategy in its research &
development approach. Mark Throsby: “We are able to
generate large collections of hundreds of human mAbs.
These are all screened for specifity, binding kinetics and
affinity. This results in interesting combinations, which are
subsequently tested for their biological effects. Secondly,
we are able to generate hundreds of clonal cell lines that
produce three to five different mAbs. We will monitor
these cell lines over time to select the cell lines that yield
high amounts of oligoclonics.” This is where Mibiton

comes in. These two R&D lines require the analysis of up
to ten thousand culture supernatants for their antibody
content. Just like BAC (see elsewhere in this Annual
Report) Merus selected the Octet QK biosensor for this
purpose. Mark Throsby: “This instrument is second to
none for the analysis of antibodies and their binding
kinetics. For us these analyses are crucial, because based
on these data we will have to make our decisions about the
antibody mixture and the production cell lines that form
the basis of a product that will be tested in the clinic. The
Octet enables us to measure the affinity in real time. It is a
robust instrument requiring very little training. Our
problem was the significant investment (one hundred
thousand euros), which at that stage of our development
exceeded the amount we were prepared to pay up front
for a single piece of equipment. In the current harsh
economic climate we were acutely aware of the need to
keep our operating expenditure in check. That is why we
decided to apply to Mibiton for an investment, because
Mibiton has a lot of experience in investing in Life
Sciences technology and is also a renowned investment
fund in Life Sciences facilities. Without Mibiton we would
have been forced to outsource our analyses. This has the
disadvantage that these analyses could only be applied to
a limited number of pre-selected mAbs, where we would
like to screen at a much earlier stage to provide better
data on which to base our selection. On top of that, the
existing Elisa method is too inaccurate and slow to
efficiently make decisions on the selection of clones for
up-scaling and banking. Fortunately Mibiton handled our
application quickly and professionally. The Octet is the
perfect solution for us.

“Without Mibiton we would have been forced to outsource our analyses.”
The Netherlands Life Sciences sector needs more
investment instruments like Mibiton. In order to develop
the Life Sciences sector a country needs to have a set of
specific incentives for start-up companies at the stage of
Merus. Good examples include Denmark, the USA and
Flanders. Fortunately we were able to close a Series B
financial deal, which gives us room to develop over the
next few years. We can now expand our workforce and
move our programmes toward the clinic.”
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Peter Balk (NSure)

“Genomics techniques predict
the ripening of fruit”

From left to right Peter Balk, Technical Manager NSure and
Monique van Wordragen, Managing Director NSure
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“Without Mibiton it would have been very hard to get our
laboratory equipment financed.
NSure measures and predicts a wide range of quality
aspects in fruit, vegetables and ornamentals using a
unique, molecular technology, and this requires state-ofthe-art genomics equipment.”
When reading Mibiton’s 2008 Annual Report, NSure in
Wageningen (NL) discovered an opportunity to obtain
external financing for its new laboratory facilities. The
company was desperately in need of new equipment,
because it had to move from one location in Wageningen
to another. At the old location NSure could use the
facilities of the Wageningen University and Research
Centre, but the new location demanded an investment of
approximately 150,000 euros, which is a huge amount for
a two-year-old quality inspection laboratory. NSure
applied to Mibiton in October 2009, and by January 2010
the facilities were up and running. “We are very pleased
with this opportunity, as without this loan we would have
been forced to seek external financing. Such financing
would have proved very difficult to obtain, because we are
in the start-up phase”, says Peter Balk, NSure’s Manager
Product Development. “Mibiton invested in a range of
genomic equipment, including PCR machines, a microarray
scanner and an imager.”
NSure was established in 2006 by two scientists from the
Wageningen University and Research Centre and now
employs twelve people. The company measures and
predicts a wide range of quality aspects in fruit,
vegetables and ornamentals using a molecular technology
similar to medical diagnostic tests.
Quality is of vital importance when selling and distributing
fresh agro-products. Many management decisions depend
on the quality of the batch. These include market choice
and decisions on transport. But batch-quality is equally
important when making a harvest planning or doing the
logistics for a storage facility. At present, reliable methods
for determining the product quality are scarcely available.
This often results in products being discarded and
financial losses in the downstream chain. It is NSure’s
mission to prevent these losses wherever possible.
Peter Balk: “We are able to predict the ripening of fruits
and fresh products as well as the frost hardiness of
seedlings and young trees. We use a molecular biological
technique; we measure the activity of certain genes to
predict the physiological status of fruit and other fresh
products. We analyze which genes are active and which
not. To find out which genes are important we have to
screen high numbers of different genes. We can, for
example, predict the development of the ripening of pears.
This is important for fruit growers, but also for retailers
and other parties in the fresh chains. Last year when

I gave a lecture about our tests a fruit grower mentioned
that, thanks to our test, he had kept his pears two weeks
longer on the trees, when his neighbours had already
harvested. After three years our customers are beginning
to trust the tests. We are working on tests for different
varieties of apples and pears. We are very successful in
predicting the time when young trees and seedlings have
enough frost hardiness. This is important to determine the
moment of transfer to cold or frozen storage. Our assay
takes one day and gives certainty on the hardiness status
of a batch of seedlings. Seedlings that have not been
sufficiently hardened before they are transferred to cold
storage have a reduced vitality and growth potential when
planted out in the next season.”
The NSure assays are already sold in fourteen countries,
but the ambitions stretch further. CEO Monique van
Wordragen PhD: “Our customers operate in a global
market. European retailers obtain fresh produce from
countries such as Chile, South-Africa and New Zealand.
In order to provide an optimal service to our customers,
we want to be able to offer our technology in those
regions as well.”

“When reading Mibiton’s 2008 Annual Report, NSure discovered an
opportunity to obtain external financing for our new laboratory facilities.”

The capital for these plans was provided last year by
Madeli Participations BV owned by the De Ruiter family
that has been involved in the seed business for three
generations. Madeli invests in R&D-driven companies in
the agro industry. The new shareholder is a strong
strategic partner for NSure, because of its broad network
and experience in the agro-food business. Madeli will
actively contribute to the international development of
NSure.
In the meantime NSure is refining its tests. We want to
accelerate our tests by accelerating our PCR technique.
For this purpose we work together with a small company
in Nijmegen called Nytor. Thanks to Mibiton we now have
our own equipment, which will be used for our commercial
tests and for test development.
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Colja Laane
Chairman of the Board since 2009

Colja Laane, new Chairman of Mibiton

“I see new opportunities for a
Science Fund”
26
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“My ambition is to develop Mibiton into an independent
fund for the financing of facilities in the Life Sciences
knowledge infrastructure. We are therefore currently
looking for new funds to reach this goal.”
The first decision taken by the new Mibiton Chairman,
Colja Laane, was to reinstall the special ‘Science Fund’.
This fund enables entrepreneurial Life Sciences
researchers from knowledge institutions to apply for an
investment in expensive facilities and instruments. They
can obtain a loan under the condition that the industry
invests at least twentyfive percent in the facility. The loan
has to be paid back within five years. Laane: “In this way
the fund is a complete revolving fund. Mibiton is financing
the facility which has to be paid back.”
This is almost the same construction that formed the
successful start of Mibiton fifteen years ago. At that time
the payback condition was at least fifty percent, which led
to a partly revolving fund.
Laane: “When I was professor at Wageningen University
I used the former Science Fund to buy a facility and we
were extremely pleased that we were able to realize an
expensive investment together with a number of
companies.”
The former Science Fund led to a new type of university
scientist, i.e. researchers who were able to gain the
interest of companies by negotiating deals whereby the
companies paid to use a research facility at their
university. For companies this construction had the
advantage that they could avoid a costly investment in
such a facility. Instead they could use it and also gain from
the expertise of the researchers involved at the university.
The fund was very successful. Within a period of six years
almost 9 million euros was invested through this former
Science Fund. It resulted in a number of successful
start-up companies, like Pepscan in Lelystad.

Laane: “I want to realize a Mibiton fund which is less
dependant on governmental funding. The aim is to double
the current budget. With a total budget of six to seven
million we will be able to pay most of our overhead
ourselves. I hope to interest a couple of investors. It will
help to secure the desired continuity in our operations.
This will be a very sound investment as Mibiton has a very
good track record and fifteen years experience in
investing in Life Sciences.
Mibiton will no longer operate as a venture capital fund as
it has a few times in the past. We have decided that this is
not our core business. We will of course continue our
cooperation with the Biogeneration Fund because we
want to broaden our expertise in order to ensure that our
investment decisions are as solid as possible.
The pipeline for new investments is now pretty full thanks
to the direct marketing activity of Rob Hanzon and the
efforts of Investment Manager, Kees Recourt and our
Network Office Director, Vera Blom. We have a very
strong team, who are adept at scouting and guiding
applications for new investments.”

“I see opportunities for a Science Fund, given the lack of money
available in universities and institutes.”

Laane is the driving force behind the ‘Partners in the
Polder’ movement which aims to provide continuity in the
dozens of public-private partnerships in the Life Sciences.
Laane: “Continuity is the name of the game for Life
Sciences. We hope to convince the government that the
Netherlands has built up a very strong position, a position
which now needs structural support. This will lead to an
enormous added value, both societal and economical.”

Laane: “I see new opportunities for such a Science Fund,
given the lack of money available in universities and
institutes. It opens possibilities for fast and effective
investments in the Life Sciences infrastructure. We have
to go back to breed a new generation of entrepreneurial
professors who want to set up and cooperate with small
and medium-sized companies. We expect to do two to
three investments each year from this fund.” As Director
of the Netherlands Genomics Initiative (NGI), Laane is
very much aware of the situation in the Life Sciences. He
decided to invest half a million euros from the NGI budget
in this new Science Fund. In 2010 we will try to find
additional funding.
It will operate alongside the two existing Mibiton funds
‘Solo’ and ‘Share’. The three funds will stimulate
entrepreneurship, innovation, sustainability and
cooperation.
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Denise van den Berg (Genzyme)

“We have to think in a more
translational way”

Denise van den Berg
Member of the Board since 2010
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Denise van den Berg recently joined the Mibiton Board.
As former General Manager of Genzyme Netherlands and
now again working in the international organization of
Genzyme she brings with her a considerable amount of
experience and knowledge of entrepreneurship within the
Life Sciences and within the health sector. “As I have a
medical education and management experience in the
health care business, I bring with me knowledge that is
important when evaluating the business proposals for
Mibiton facilities.”
Van den Berg joined Genzyme in 2001 and has a medical
background. “Genzyme was founded in 1981. Henri
Termeer, a Dutchman, has been the company’s CEO since
1983. Over the past two decades Genzyme has introduced
treatments for patients who previously had no viable
treatment options for orphan diseases like Gaucher, Fabry
and Pompe, and other therapies for serious diseases.”
Genzyme is in many ways a role model for
biopharmaceutical companies in the Netherlands
possessing a similar strong drive to translate medical
scientific results into therapies.

“Be aware of the difficulties involved in gaining access to the market for
new medicines and new therapies. This is often a serious bottleneck.”

Van den Berg: “Genzyme also has a strong societal
responsibility, for instance we have a strong presence in
developing countries, where we provide medicines to
patients in charity programmes and help to build
sustainable health care systems.”
Genzyme depends heavily on research & development,
both internally and externally. In the Netherlands for
instance the company participates in TI Pharma. Van den
Berg: “The collaboration between Genzyme and TI Pharma
is a unique strategic alliance between the pharmaceutical
industry and universities. It is a very important initiative
for the future of healthcare in the Netherlands. However,
we should be very careful when translating scientific
results to the clinic. I have experienced that the
healthcare infrastructure is not always prepared to take
up the latest scientific developments, for example, when it
comes to the diagnosis, treatment and costs involved in
the treatment of orphan diseases. We have to think in a
more translational way, from bench to bedside. This is also
my message to biopharmaceutical start-up companies: be
aware of the difficulties involved in gaining access to the
market for new medicines and new therapies. This often
proves to be a serious hurdle in the development of these
companies.”
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Mibiton, investing in innovative
Dutch Life Sciences Facilities
Regional distribution of the 60 Mibiton investments in The Netherlands
representing a total investment of € 21.9 million. For each region,
the investments are specified in medical - (red), agro and food related (green) and industrial (white) Life Sciences facilities.

60 Mibiton facilities in the Netherlands
The Mibiton foundation (Material Infrastructure Biotechnology Netherlands) was founded in 1994 to stimulate the use of
innovative equipment and facilities in the field of the Life Sciences. Sixty facilities were founded in The Netherlands
between 1994 and 2009. The total investment is € 21.9 million, of which € 11.55 million has been refunded. Various
programmes were created to meet market requirements. These programmes focus on the stimulation of public-private
collaborations (Mibiton), the foundation of spin-outs from research organizations (BioPartner) and the development of
young companies (Solo programme). The Mibiton Share fund, focusing on Life Sciences development- and production
facilities for SMEs has been operational since 2005. The Mibiton organization consists of the Investment Team, a
Network Office Director and the 5-membered Board with representatives from the scientific, industrial and financial
community. The Ministry of Economic Affairs has been co-financing Mibiton since 2000.

1. Public-Private sharing of Facilities (’94-’03)

10.8
8.7

OC&W
6.4

2. Sharing of Facilities between Start-up companies
and Academic Centres (‘00-‘04)
BioPartner:
11 investments.
(€ 3.8 million for soft
loans)

Mibiton 1&2:
26 investments.
(€ 10.8 million for soft loans)

Invested
Revolved
(59%)

4. Sharing of Facilities by SMEs (’05-’09)

Mibiton 1994 – 2009,
evolution of infrastructure
instruments.
€ 21.9 million is invested in
60 Life Sciences facilities.
Until now, € 11.55 million
has been revolved and is
being used for novel
investments.

Ec. Affairs

3.8
2.5

2.4

Invested
Revolved
(63%)

3. Equipment for young Life Sciences
companies (’03-’09)

Ec.Affairs
4.6

0.65
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2.7

Invested

3.3

Revolved
(14%)

mibiton

Share:
7 investments.
(€ 4.6 million for equity,
loans and leasing)
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Solo:
16 investments.
(€ 2.7 million for high
risk leasing)
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Invested
2.1
Revolved
(77%)

Mibiton investments from 2005 - 2009
Mibiton Share programme

Facility
Investment
Project leader
Company
Partner

Oligonucleotide based drug manufacturing and analysis in a GMP-certified environment Manufacturing equipment and investments for facility adaptation
€ 1,297,090
R.H. Holslag MSc
Prosensa Therapeutics
PROXY Laboratories (R.E. Santing PhD)

Prosensa and PROXY Laboratories, both located at the Life Sciences Business Park in Leiden, further strengthened
their collaboration by investing in a certified analytical and preclinical production facility. The core of the analytic
facility at PROXY Laboratories comprises a TQD Mass Spectrometer and a Q-TOF Mass Spectrometer. When coupled
to UPLC systems, these MS configurations can be used for very sensitive analysis of biological molecules (e.g.
oligonucleotides, peptides, oligosaccharides) and subsequent impurities. The core of the manufacturing facility at
Prosensa Therapeutics consists of an Oligonucleotide Synthesizing Unit and a Mass Spectrometer. This manufacturing
facility with on-line analytical capabilities, will enable Prosensa to produce and analyze preclinical batches of NCEs
efficiently.
Facility
Investment
Project leader
Company
Partner

HPP equipment WAVE 6000/55
€ 481,500
H. Tournois PhD
TOP
Juicy-Line (M. Bruijn)

TOP and Juicy-Line, two innovative food-related companies in the Wageningen region, will exploit a High Pressure
Pasteurisation (HPP) facility, capable of producing fresh-like food products. Quality aspects like texture, colour, taste
and nutrient content retain their high-quality compared to traditional food processing. Juicy-Line will apply the HPP
facility to produce fruit juices, while TOP will use the facility to develop novel food products. The HPP equipment will
be installed at the facilities of Juicy-Line in Ochten (Wageningen region).
Facility
Investment
Project leader
Company
Partner

Next Generation DNA sequencer
€ 398,421
B.J. Reichert MSc
BaseClear
ZF-screens (Prof. H.P. Spaink PhD)

Two Dutch companies, BaseClear and ZF-screens, exploit a next generation DNA sequence analyzer. The certified
contract laboratory BaseClear will use the equipment to meet customer demands for very high throughput DNA
analyses of a large variety of samples. ZF-screens, a Leiden University spin-off company, is developing novel
technologies to assist future fish breeding. The young company will use the next generation sequence analyzer to
investigate the structure of fish genomes. Both companies collaborate on a national and European level to realize
innovative approaches in the field of genomics.
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Facility
Investment
Project leader
Shareholders

Biqualys
€ 125,000
J. van der Leijé MSc and C. van der Plasse p.t.
Wageningen Business Generator, Biox BioSciences, mibiton

Biqualys is a contract laboratory and offers extremely accurate analysis of complex mixtures, solids, matrices and cell
suspensions in order to quantify and identify their molecular composition. Biqualys deploys high-throughput High
Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC), linked to a high-resolution Mass Spectrometer (FT-MS) and Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance (LC-NMR-MS), which are the most advanced methods available to identify and quantify
(bio-active) compounds in complex substances.
The investment of Biox BioSciences, Wageningen Business Generator, Mibiton and the MT enables Biqualys to provide
a wide range of analytical services to food-related SMEs, as well as to companies active in the fields of Agriculture,
Food, Cosmetics, Pharmaceuticals, Environment and the Chemical industry.
Facility
Investment
Project leaders
Company
Partner

Oligonucleotide based on drug development using LC-MS in a GLP certified environment
€ 204.974
G. Platenburg PhD and R.H. Holslag MSc
Prosensa Technologies
PROXY Laboratories (R.E. Santing PhD)

Prosensa and PROXY Laboratories, both located at the Life Sciences Business Park in Leiden, initiated a GLP
collaboration for the development and validation of therapeutic products. The liquid chromatochraphy (LC) and
capillary gel electrophoresis (CGE) coupled with mass spectrometry are used to analyse novel RNA modulating
molecules. These compounds are the basis for the development of a novel therapy to treat Duchenne Muscular
Dystrophy.
Facility
Investment
Project leader
Company
Partner

UPLC high throughput HPLC
€ 84,998
J. Bender MSc, PharmD
Bactimm / Farmalyse
FeyeCon (G.F. Woerlee PhD)

Two Dutch companies, Farmalyse and FeyeCon, are well on their way to bringing THC to the pharmaceutical market.
THC is the active ingredient of cannabis and might be a drug for diseases like Multiple Sclerosis and neuropathic pain.
The UPLC is an analytical chemical technique that enables the separation of, in this case, very specific cannabinoid
fractions. Cannabis contains twelve different types of cannabinoids, like THC. For pharmaceutical purposes, the purity
of the substance as well as the characteristics of the impurities need to be determined rapidly and precisely.
Facility
Investment
Project leader
Company

BioConnection
€ 2,000,000
A. Willemse PhD
AKZO-Nobel, Brabant Development Company, Mibiton

A new centre, unique in Europe, established in Oss (NL), providing facilities and expertise for the development and
production of new biopharmaceutical medicines. The Ministry of Economic Affairs, the Brabant Development
Company, the Mibiton Foundation, the Province of North Brabant, the Oss Municipality and Organon BioSciences
together invested in the ’biotechnological centre’. BioConnection is a company that makes knowledge and facilities
available for the development and production of biopharmaceutical medicines. These resources are intended for small
and medium-sized biopharmaceutical businesses that do not have their own production facilities (Small-scale class A
filling and freeze drying of biopharmaceuticals).
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Mibiton Solo programme
Facility
Investment
Project leader
Company

Lab. Facility
€ 161,799
Mrs. R. Lamers PhD, Mrs. M. Wordragen. PhD
NSure

NSure, founded in 2006, develops and sells molecular diagnostics that analyse the quality of agro products, such as
those used by food processors, the horticulture, trade sales companies, etc. In order to further extend their business
opportunities, the company invested in a novel diagnostic R&D facility which includes a micro-array system, a ML1
facility and PCR equipment.
Facility
Investment
Project leader
Company

3D Fibre deposition equipment
€ 48,096
J. Riesle PhD
CellCoTec

CellCoTec (2004), develops a novel cell therapy that can be applied to cure knee fractures using autologous cell
transplants. During a single surgery a mixture of cells is applied using a tailor-made scaffold. The technology has been
tested at a preclinical stage and the company is now executing a first clinical trial. Three-dimensional fibre deposition
equipment has been purchased, enabling the c-GMP production of scaffolds, which are optimised for the knee
morphology of the patients.
Facility
Investment
Project leader
Company

Application for an Octet biosensor
€ 97,614
T. Logtenberg PhD
Merus Biopharmaceuticals

Using its proprietary technology platforms that include novel transgenic mice (MeMo™), Merus aims to produce new
highly potent human antibody-based drugs, either as full-length bispecific antibodies or as Oligoclonics™, which are
mixtures of therapeutic human monoclonal antibodies produced by a single cell. To support the development
programme, a high-throughput and highly sensitive Biosensor system has been purchased. This system enables Merus
Biopharmaceuticals to efficiently test and select novel therapeutic lead compounds.
Facility
Investment
Project leader
Company

SKIN Analyzer
€ 400,000
G.J. Puppels PhD, M.P. Dijkshoorn MSc
River Diagnostics

River Diagnostics is developing novel Raman-based equipment that can be used to determine the quality of cosmetic
and dermatological products. The company has set up a so-called Technology Adaptation Programme to facilitate
collaborations with Contract Research Organisations (CROs). These CROs will now be able to offer the RiverD
technology to small-scale end users. Additional applications of the non-destructive RiverD technology include the
quick identification of micro-organisms in hospitals and medical centres.
Facility
Personalizing Cancer diagnosis
Investment
€ 168,300
Project leader
H.E. Viëtor PhD
Company
Skyline Diagnostics
The company is on track with the development of certified DNA chips to be used in screening for various types of
cancer. To facilitate the development procedure and ENEA requirements towards certification, Skyline has invested in a
professional laboratory at the Erasmus Life Sciences incubator facilities. These investments will also further strengthen
the company’s independence with respect to the research departments of the Academic Medical Centre of Rotterdam.
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Facility
Investment
Project leaders
Company

Octet en AKTA explorer
€ 149,183
L.N. Sierkstra PhD, A. van Brakel
BAC

The Bio Affinity Company (BAC) has expanded its laboratories to the Leiden Bioscience Park. Ligand screening and
purification equipment have been purchased, in order to further optimise the efficiency of the R&D capacity. The
Octet system has the ability to select high affinity ligands in a high throughput mode, while the AKTA explorer systems
enable a swift small-scale purification. Both systems enable BAC to fulfil current and future customer demands.
Facility
Investment
Project leader
Company

Expansion of PROXY Laboratories’ analytical equipment
€ 90,488
R.E. Santing PhD
PROXY Laboratories

PROXY Laboratories, a contract laboratory in Leiden, is expanding its services for foreign customers to India. The
company is therefore investing in novel microbiological and chemical facilities including class A and B clean rooms.
Mibiton will finance specific analytical equipment and the clean rooms will be used to test the quality of medicines.
Moreover, the facilities will be used for the small-scale production of biotechnological medicines under Good
Manufacturing Practices (GMP).
Facility
Investment
Project leaders
Company

AKTA Process
€ 170,000
L.N. Sierkstra PhD, A. van Brakel
BAC

The Bio Affinity Company (BAC) is a spin-off company from Unilever NV and is specialised in the production of affinity
ligands that can be applied for the purification of biotherapeutic medicines. The affinity ligands are created by a
proprietary technology based on Camelid-derived single domain antibody fragments.
The Mibiton investment involves the financing of equipment that can be used to purify the ligands on a large scale. This
purification facility and the collaboration with GE-Healthcare will help BAC to become an important player in the field
of biomedicines.
Facility
Investment
Project leader
Company

Gen Expression Profiling for Molecular Diagnostics of Leukaemia and other Malignancies
€ 165,194
H.E. Viëtor PhD, Prof. B. Löwenberg PhD
Skyline Diagnostics

Skyline Diagnostics is a spin-off company from the Erasmus University Medical Center in Rotterdam. The company
finalised a Series A financing round in 2007. Mibiton facilitated the purchase of an Affymetrix instrument for the
development of DNA-chips for the diagnosis of leukaemia. Leukaemia is a disease that can be treated effectively, and
can be cured in a significant proportion of patients when the appropriate treatment is available. A biochip has been
developed for the diagnosis of Acute Myeloid Leukaemia (AML), which will enable the effective treatment of AML
patients.
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Mibiton investments 2000 – 2004
Mibiton (+) programme
Facility
Investment
Project leader
Partners

Advanced Fermentation Facilities (Phase 2)
€ 318,235
Prof. J.G. Kuenen PhD (Delft University of Technology)
Micromass, anonymous company

Facility
Investment
Project leaders
Partners

Biacore 3000
€ 228,251
P.J. Schaap PhD, M.C.R. Franssen PhD, Prof. J.A. van den Berg PhD (Wageningen University)
Danisco Ingredients, DSM Food Specialties

Facility
Investment
Project leader
Partners

Proteomics Groningen
€ 713,314
Prof. R.J. Vonk PhD (University of Groningen)
Danone, Merck, Agilent, IQ Corporation, Pharma Key, Biacore, Simac

Facility
Investment
Project leader
Partners

Proteomics Nijmegen
€ 844,000
Prof. R.A. Wevers PhD (Radboud University Nijmegen)
Amersham Biosciences, KGCN, Multigen, Tecan, Thermo Elektron, Yamanouchi

BioPartner Facilities Support programme
Facility
Investment
Project leader
Partners

Production pipeline for natural compounds
€ 600,725
Prof. R. Verpoorte PhD (Leiden University)
Enzyscreen, Feyecon, Xenobiosis and Farmalyse

In 2003 Mibiton invested in the production equipment of
PRISNA, a company that produces chemical ingredients from
natural sources like plants. One of these ingredients is THC, or
drohabinol, which is extracted from cannabis, ‘weed’, plants.
Mibiton later invested again in this production chain, because
two of the companies involved, Farmalyse and FeyeCon, needed
an advanced chromatog raph in order to attain the required
pharmaceutical purity of THC. The combination with
supercritical CO2 extraction enables the production of
99.9 percent pure THC and in a form that can be easily and
effectively delivered to patients. Geert Woerlee, former CEO of
FeyeCon: “We are the leading company in the world for CO2
processing. The market is not yet saturated, so there is plenty of
room for growth. CO2 is an effective solvent with a low
environmental impact. By using CO2 we avoid traditional

Geert F. Woerlee PhD, CEO FeyeCon

“Mibiton eased our financial burden”

solvents, including hazardous chemicals and precious water
resources. We have the theoretical know-how, the skills and the
equipment to develop new routes for many applications, such as
the encapsulation of drugs and flavours, and the dyeing of
textiles. The combination of the expertise of both companies
has been very fruitful in producing THC. The bottleneck at that
time was the limited analytical capacity, but thanks to Mibiton
we were able to solve this problem. Our goal is to develop THC
as a drug. This is a very expensive project because of the time
consuming and costly clinical trials. We are well under way now.
Mibiton made it a lot easier for us by shouldering a part of the
financial burden.” In the meantime Geert Woerlee has also
founded a company for the production of algae, and again he is
interested in a Mibiton application for the financing of
equipment.
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Facility
Investment
Project leader
Partners

High throughput capillair system, micro-organisms
€ 150,000
Prof. J.D. van Elsas PhD (University of Groningen)
Ingeny, BioClear

Facility
Investment
Project leaders
Partners

High throughput capillair system, human disease genes
€ 150,000
Prof. C.H.C.M. Buys PhD (Academic Medical Centre Groningen)
Ingeny, Synvolux

Facility
Investment
Project leader
Partners

CombiChem Synthesis
€ 301,435
Prof. F.P.J.T. Rutjes PhD (Radboud University Nijmegen)
Chiralix, DSM Geleen

Facility
Investment
Project leaders
Partners

Seldi Proteomics
€ 879,431
C.G. de Koster, Prof. J.M.F.G. Aerts PhD, D. Zonneveld BSc (AMC Amsterdam)
MacroZyme, Primagen, Genzyme

Facility
Investment
Project leader
Partners

Test facility for marine invertebrates
€ 173,557
Prof. R.H. Wijffels PhD (Wageningen University)
EcoDeco, Diergaarde Blijdorp, S::can

Facility
Investment
Project leaders
Partners

Multiple Imaging Plant Stress
€ 181,517
A.J. Koops PhD, W.J.M.R. Jordi PhD (Plant Research International)
Plant Dynamics, Growlab, Syngenta Mogen

Facility
Investment
Project leader
Partners

Molecular Device FLEX Station
€ 235,249
J.A.G. van Strijp PhD (University Medical Center Utrecht).
Pepscan Systems, JARI Pharmaceuticals, Sopachem NV

Facility
Investment
Project leader
Partners

Membrane Protein Laboratory
€ 483,323
Prof. A.P. IJzerman PhD, Mrs. M.W. Beukers PhD (Leiden University)
APBiotech, Applikon, Beckman Coulter, Perkin-Elmer, Screentec (Kiadis)

Facility
Investment
Project leader
Partners

Elisa robot
€ 191,373
Prof. J. Brouwer PhD, Prof. H.A. de Boer PhD (Leiden University)
MucoVax, Biocult, Pharming Transgenic Technology
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Mibiton solo programme
Facility
Investment
Project leader
Company

Multiple Peptides Synthesizer
€ 324,452
P.C. van Dijken PhD
Pepscan Systems

Facility
Investment
Project leader
Company

ZQ2000
€ 150,000
P.C. van Dijken PhD
Pepscan Systems

Facility
Investment
Project leader
Company

PCR and sequencing equipment
€ 262,710
A.D. de Boer PhD
Genetwister Technologies (Expressive Research)

Facility
Investment
Project leader
Company

Laboratory equipment
€ 120,259
A.D. de Boer PhD
Genetwister Technologie (Expressive Research)

Facility
Investment
Project leader
Company

DNA Multiplex Platform
€ 140,295
G. Simons PhD
PathoFinder

Facility
Investment
Project leaders
Company

Dedicated Raman Instrument
€ 110,000
W.M. Riggs, G.J. Puppels PhD, M.P. Dijkshoorn MSc
River Diagnostics

Marlon Dijkshoorn, River Diagnostics

“Mibiton is crucial to demonstrate our products”
In 2009 River Diagnostics (Rotterdam, NL) entered a new market with
its new product, the SpectraCell Analyzer, which detects pathogens
such as MRSA and salmonella in hospitals. With Raman spectroscopy it
is possible to determine whether two different patients have the same
infection of a certain bacteria or a new infection with a new sub-type of
the same bacteria (see our Annual Report 2008). The Analyzer takes
about one to two minutes per sample for the strain-level identification
of bacteria. This gives hospitals a crucial advantage of several days to
take measures. Marlon Dijkshoorn, CFO of River Diagnostics: “Potential
customers of course want to evaluate the SpectraCell before they
decide to buy an expensive instrument based on a completely different
technology platform. As this puts a significant burden on our working
capital, River Diagnostics and Mibiton entered into a lease agreement.
Facility
Investment
Project leaders
Company

Salmonella Serovar-Array
€ 94,900
J. Thijssen MSc
Check-Points

Facility
Investment
Project leader
Company

HPLC Alliance system in a GLP setting
€ 46,229
R.E. Santing PhD
PROXY laboratories

We sell an instrument to Mibiton, lease it back and then place it on
the customer’s premises. This makes it possible to offer a
SpectraCell to hospitals without the customer having to go through
the process of capital investment approvals. Within this lease facility,
the first Spectra Cell is now placed in a hospital in Seattle (USA).
River Diagnostics and Mibiton made the same arrangement for our
first product, the Skin Analyzer. Mibiton is crucial for us to
demonstrate that our technology is feasible, as it enables us to
finance market introductions. We anticipate the market for the
SpectraCell to be enormous. Worldwide disease control is very
important, especially in the USA. We therefore believe that there is
also a market in the control of pathogens in food.”
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Mibiton investments 1994 – 1999

38

Facility
Investment
Project leader
Partners

PK-3 Greenhouses
€ 760,964
Th.P. Straathof PhD (Unifarm)
Dutch Agro Industry (11 companies)

Facility
Investment
Project leader
Partners

PK-3 Facility
€ 93,025
A.R. Stuitje (VU Amsterdam)
Rijk Zwaan, S&G Seeds

Facility
Investment
Project leader
Partners

Laboratory for carbohydrate analyses
€ 283,434
Prof. R.G.F. Visser PhD (Wageningen University)
Avebe B.A., Mettler Toledo

Facility
Investment
Project leaders
Partners

Analyses plant material
€ 156,917
A.A.J.M. Franken PhD, B. Vosman (Plant Research International)
Ansynth Service, BMTC, Pharmacia, Registerbureau Lelieweefselkweek

Facility
Investment
Project leader
Partners

X-ray Structure Analyses Centre
€ 461,214
R. de Vos (University of Groningen)
Unilever Research, N.V. Organon, DSM Central laboratory

Facility
Investment
Project leader
Partners

Laboratory for Plant Biotechnology
€ 215,562
Prof. J.C.M. Smeekens PhD (Utrecht University)
VanderHave Research, MOGEN International, Cooperation SuikerUnie

Facility
Investment
Project leaders
Partners

Microscopy Centre
€ 202,495
Prof. A.J.W.G. Visser PhD (Wageningen University), Prof.dr. H.J.Tanke (Leiden University)
Unilever Research Lab, Quest International, AKZO Nobel, Kreatech, Beun de Ronde, ISS, Carl
Zeiss

Facility
Investment
Project leader
Partners

DNA-robots
€ 145,210
R.D. Hall PhD (Plant Research International)
Avebe, Unilever Research Lab, Westburg

Facility
Investment
Project leader
Partners

Lab. for Animal genome analysis
€ 277,479
J.A.M. van Arendonk PhD (Wageningen University)
Euribrid Inc., Holland Genetics V.O.F.

Facility
Investment
Project leader
Partners

Characterization biopolymers
€ 928,451
G. Eggink PhD (Agrotechnology and Food Innovations)
Campina, Coberco, CSM Suiker, Friesland Frico Domo, DSM (G-B), Nutreco, Applikon,
Hercules, S&G Seeds, Solvay Duphar, Quest International, LHS Micro-Filtrations
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Facility
Investment
Project leader
Partners

Advanced Fermentation Facilities (phase 1)
€ 820,629
Prof. J.G. Kuenen PhD (Delft University of Technology)
DSM (G-B), Applikon, S&G Seeds, Hewlett Packet, anonymous company

Facility
Investment
Project leader
Partners

Molecular laboratory for HIV analysis
€ 952,938
J.M. Eekel (AMC Amsterdam)
ASD, Bristol Myers Squibb, Glaxo Wellcome, Igen, Merck, Organon, anonymous company

Facility
Investment
Project leader
Partners

CAVE Biotechnology Centre
€ 181,512
A. Berg PhD (SARA)
Silicon Graphics, Unilever Research Lab

Facility
Investment
Project leaders
Partners

Electronic Nose
€ 151,597
J. Roozen PhD, M. Bucking PhD (Agrotechnology and Food Innovations)
Bromyc, Coberco Isoco, Cacao De Zaan, Hitma

Facility
Investment
Project leaders
Partners

High Throughput Screening Centre
€ 470,865
G.J.W. Euverink PhD, Prof. L. Dijkhuizen PhD (University of Groningen)
Hercules, DSM Research

Facility
Investment
Project leader
Partners

MALDI-TOF-MS
€ 172,436
G. Beldman PhD (Wageningen University)
B&L Systems, Campina, Hercules, Isogen Biosciences, Nedalco, Nunhems Zaden, anonymous
company

Facility
Investment
Project leaders
Partners

Physiology laboratory
€ 114,477
A.J. Koops PhD, W.J.R.M. Jordi PhD (Plant Research International)
Nunhems, VanderHave Research, MOGEN International

Facility
Investment
Project leader
Partners

Detection laboratory
€ 489,648
A.D. de Boer PhD (Genetwister Technologies)
Beckman, B&L Systems, Enthoven Breeding, Enza Zaden, Humako Holding, Pharmacia, Wallac
EG&G, Westburg

Facility
Investment
Project leader
Partners

Genotyping Company
€ 494,711
G. van der Steege PhD (University of Groningen)
Pharma Bioresearch, Amersham Pharmacia, Solvay Duphar

Facility
Investment
Project leader
Partner

Cytokine laboratory
€ 279,342
Prof. H. Schellekens PhD (Utrecht University)
Biosource, BPRC, Innogenetics, Medarex, U-CyTech
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Facility
Investment
Project leaders
Partners

Central GMP & GLP facility
€ 722,914
Prof. J.A. Schalken PhD, Ir. J. de Koning (Radboud University Nijmegen)
Beckman, Bioprocon, BioRad, Eurodiagnostics, Future Diagnostics, IKS, Intertrial,
Perkin Elmer, Yamanouchi

Prof. Ron Wevers and Prof. L.P. van den Heuvel
The Fourier Transformed Mass Spectrometer, an
investment that Mibiton facilitated for the Radboud
University in Nijmegen, is now the heart of the Nijmegen
Proteomics Facility (NPF). The protein characterization by
mass spectrometry, combined with genomic sequence
information, is very important in solving biological
problems. The challenge is to improve the diagnosis and
gain insight into the pathological processes underlying
human disorders.
“This facility gave Nijmegen a head start in the field of
clinical genetics. Our first paper on application of
proteomics technology in patients with an inherited
disease is now a landmark paper. It led to many citations in
the scientific literature,” says Prof. L.P. van den Heuvel,
one of the founding fathers of the NPF. “Thanks to this
facility we were able to publish a scientific article in
Nature. We also identified new genes responsible for
inherited diseases.

Mibiton’s initial investment led to a number of follow-up
investments, for sequencing equipment and equipment for
genomic profiling. It made it possible for Nijmegen to
participate in a very important public-private partnership
research programme on Tissue Engineering and also in
European research programmes. Mibiton acted as a
catalyst for our facility and enabled us to retain our
advantage in research facilities.
In the future we will need extra capacity due to the growth
in the regular diagnosis of patients. Last year we screened
numerous patients with a potential genetic disorder. This
number increases by twenty percent every year. Now that
we are able to detect new disorders, people want to find
out about the characteristics of certain diseases. They
want to know what kind of disease they or their children
have. Proteomics research may become a crucial tool in
these regular screenings.”

“Lab for Molecular Medicines,
a national and international
crystallization point”

From left to right prof. Jack A. Schalken and Ad Geurts van Kessel
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“The Mibiton investment
gave us a head start”

From left to right Bert van den Heuvel and prof. Ron A. Wevers

Nijmegen facility is still going strong
More than ten years ago Mibiton invested in the
Laboratory for Molecular Medicines of the Radboud
University and the University Medical Centre (UMC) in
Nijmegen.
It was a threefold investment: in clinical trial
infras tructure and software compliant with ICH/Good
Manufacturing Clinical Practice, micro array facility for
the production of biochips and clean rooms for production
according to Good Manufacturing Practice, e.g. dendritic
cell-based vaccines.
In the clean room facility advanced and standardized
medical protocols for the development of autologous
vaccines for the treatment of, for example, melanoma and
kidney cancer, is carried out.
Prof. Jack Schalken of the UMC St Radboud is one of
the driving forces behind this facility: ”Thanks to this
investment the molecular Life Sciences in Nijmegen have
been given an enormous impulse. Today this is a

cornerstone of the Dutch CTMM, the Centre for
Translational Molecular Medicines. Without our facility we
would not have been able to participate in this important
public-private partnership. We are able to engage in
clinical trials in which the clean rooms play a pivotal role.”
Schalken and his colleague, Prof. Ad Geurts van Kessel,
emphasize the importance of the facility over the years.
“It gives us an enormous advantage in European Research
programmes like FP 6 and FP7. In the CTMM we are now
able to cover the whole chain from bench to bedside. We
plan to do this for a treatment of several cancer types,
starting with molecular profiling in the state-of-the-art
molecular profiling facility that started with the Mibiton
investment followed by translation to the bedside of the
patient. Without the facility and without Mibiton we would
certainly not have gained the important position in these
programmes that we currently hold.”
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Financial summary
Mibiton I + Mibiton+ (x 1000 €)

Ultimo 2009

1995 - 1999

8,670
330
6,423
9
600
1,577

8,670
330
3,076

-10,774
-1,933
-125

-8,850

Income
Contribution from ICES (projects)
Contribution ICES (management)
Income projects (revolved)
Income projects (to be revolved)
Contribution Mibiton I (loan lease)
Interest
Expenditure
Project investments
Contribution to Share
Contribution to BioPartner Facilities Management
Support
Loan lease (Mibiton+ contribution)
Tax payments
Management contribution Foundation
Management contribution projects
Management contribution BioPartner FS
Revolving Fund Mibiton I and +

-600
-29
-721
-235
-204

-29
-330
-235

2,988

3,060

Loan to Mibiton lease

2005 - 2009

2,306
1,006
600
564

1,041
-997

-1,800
-1,266

-124
-667
-125

585

-600
-274

-117

-204
332

-404

-1,324

600

Ultimo 2008

2005

2006 - 2008

-724

Mibiton Share (x 1000 €)
Income
Formation Mibiton Share Fund (revolved)
Contribution from Mibiton I (projects)
Contribution from Mibiton I (management)
Contribution from Min. Economic Affairs (projects)
Contribution from Min. Economic Affairs (management)

1,234
333

1,234

2,045
428

57
44

1,988
384

Income projects (revolved)
Income projects (to be revolved)
Interest

1,902
2,978
634

428
722
29

1,474
2,256
605

Expenditure
Project investments
Donation to provision doubtful receivables
Management contribution (Foundation)
Management contribution (projects)

-3,083
-386
-650

-85
-66

-2,998
-386
-584

Revolving Fund Share

5,435

2,363

3,072

3,781

3,781

Project investments BioPartner Facilities Support (2000-2004
before formation Share Fund)

42

428

2000 - 2004
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Mibiton Solo (x 1000 €)

Ultimo 2009

1995 - 1999

2000 -2004

2005 – 2009

Income
Income operational Lease contracts
Interest

1,978
85

469
26

1,509
59

Expenditure
Depreciation equipment
Loss through sale
Interest
Management

-1,495
-95
-432
-308

-347
-67
-97
-91

-1,148
-28
-335
-217

-267

-107

-160

724

1,324

-600

Net Income
Loan from Mibiton+
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Foundation pps Mibiton, The Hague
1. Balance sheet as at 31 december 2009 (x € 1,000)
(after appropriation of the results)

31 December 2009

31 December 2008

€

€

€

€

ASSETS
Fixed assets
tangible fixed assets
financial fixed assets

576		
2,986		

		
Current assets
stock
receivables,
prepayments and accrued income
cash at bank and in hand

554
2,514

3,562		

2		

1

174		
5,667		

350
4,634

3,068

		

5,843		

4,985

Total		

9,405		

8,053

LIABILITIES
Reserves
revolving fund Mibiton I/+
revolving fund Mibiton Share
fund BPFMS
general reserve Mibiton Solo

44

2,988		
5,436		
40		
( 267)		

2,857
5,242
76
( 280)

		

8,197		

7,895

Long-term liabilities		

0		

0

Short-term liabilities,
accruals and deferred income		

1,208		

158

Total		

9,405		

8,053
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2. Statement of income and expenditure for 2009 (x € 1,000)
Actual 2009
€

Budget 2009

Actual 2008

€

€

INCOME
Income from products/services
Income from products/services of Mibiton Solo
Income from Government

631
324
977

529
321
1,348

440
282
406

1,932

2,198

1,128

1,668
0
111
208
153
2
174

1,757
0
0
200
188
3
175

(

2,316

2,323

563

Result from operating activities
Result from financial activities
Result from financial activities Mibiton Solo

( 384)
212
2

( 125)
150
( 1)

565
157
3

Total result before corporation tax
Corporation tax

( 170)
0

24
0

725
0

Total net result

( 170)

24

725

1,608
( 1,779)
( 272)
260

1,876
( 1,757)
( 312)
194

846
( 76)
( 255)
204

( 183)

1

719

324
( 208)
( 57)
( 46)

321
( 200)
( 54)
( 44)

282
( 176)
( 56)
( 44)

13

23

6

( 170)

24

725

EXPENDITURES
Investments in equipment
Participation in projects
Donation to provision for doubtful receivables
Depreciation and book losses, Mibiton Solo
Costs of personnel, administration
Depreciation, administration
Other costs, administration

7)
0
83
176
175
2
134

Summary
Result (minus Mibiton Solo):
Income
Expenditure
Costs of administration
Result from financial activities

Result from Mibiton Solo:
Income
Expenditure
Costs of administration
Result from financial activities

Total net result
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The Mibiton Foundation
Material Infrastructure Biotechnology Netherlands
The Mibiton Foundation stimulates entrepreneurship and public-private partnerships
by investing in Life Sciences facilities.
Office Management
Mrs. Vera Blom
Investment Team
Kees Recourt PhD (Recourt Life Sciences)
Edward van Wezel MSc (BioGeneration Ventures)
Wil Hazenberg PhD (BioGeneration Ventures)
Communication Management
Rob Hanzon
Board
Prof. Gerard van Beynum PhD, Chairman (former BioPartner, misAmigos)
Colja Laane PhD, Chairman since December 2009 (director NGI)
Hans van den Berg MSc, Secretary (former MSD, VandenBerg Advies)
Prof. Evert Jacobsen PhD, Treasurer (Wageningen University)
Prof. Clemens van Blitterswijk PhD (Twente University)
Bart Bergstein MSc (Forbion Capital Partners)
Denise van den Berg, since 2010 (Genzyme Nederland)
Delegates Ministry of Economic Affairs/SenterNovem
Mrs. Christine d’Oliveira PhD
Menno Horning MSc

Colophon
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Shortlist LS Investors in The Netherlands
LS Investors

Website

AGLAIA BioMedical Ventures BV
Agro&Co Kapitaalfonds BV
BioGeneration Ventures
BOM
Forbion Capital Partners
Gilde Healthcare Partners BV
ICOS capital management BV
Kennis Conversie Fonds
Life Sciences Partner
Limburg Ventures BV en DSM Venturing

www.aglaia-biomedical.com
www.agro-co.brabant.nl
www.biogenerationventures.com
www.bom.nl
www.forbion.com
www.gildehealthcare.nl
www.icoscapital.com
www.holding.rug.nl/kennisconversie
www.lspvc.com
www.limburgventures.com
www.dsm-venturing.com
www.medsciencescapital.com
www.holding.rug.nl/northtech
www.liof.nl
www.nom.nl
www.nvp.nl
www.oostnv.nl
www.ppmoost.nl
www.holding.rug.nl
www.mkbfondsen-flevoland.nl
www.technopartner.nl
www.thujacapital.com
www.vengen.nl
www.technostars.nl

MedSciences Capital
Noord Tech Venture
NV Industriebank LIOF
NV NOM
Nederlandse Vereniging Participatiemaatschappijen NVP
Oost NV
PPM Oost
RUG Houdstermaatschappij BV
Technofonds Flevoland BV
TechnoPartner
Thuja Capital
VenGen BV
Technostartersfonds Zuid NL BV

Shortlist Network relations
Organization

Website

Beagle
Biomed Cluster Amsterdam
BioMedbooster / UM-zaM
BioMedical Materials Program (BMM)
BioPartner Center Amsterdam
BioPartner Center Leiden
BioPartner Center Maastricht
BioPartner Center Wageningen
BioPartner Holding Maastricht BV
Biotech Center Groningen Stichting Triade
BusinessSciencePortal
Han BioCentre
Leiden University Medical Center
Netherlands Proteomics Centre
Radboud Universiteit
Technology Transfer Office - VU & VUmc
Technology Transfer Office - Erasmus MC
TI Pharma
TTI Groene Genetica
UU en UMC Utrecht Holding BV
Zernike Group BV/ BioPartner Start-up Ventures

www.pcsdc.com
www.amsterdambiomed.nl
www.biomedbooster.com
www.bmm-program.nl
www.asp.nl
www.biopartnerleiden.nl
www.bpcm.nl
www.biowageningen.nl
www.unimaas.nl
www.triade.umcg.nl
www.b2sp.nl
www.hanbiocentre.nl
www.lumc.nl
www.netherlandsproteomicscentre.nl
www.ru.nl
www.tto.vu.nl
www.erasmusmc.nl/tto
www.tipharma.com
www.groenegentica.nl
www.utrechtholding.nl
www.zernikegroup.com

If you would like to be mentioned on this list in our next annual report and/or on our internet site,
please send a request with internet site data to blom@mibiton.nl

The Mibiton Foundation
P.O. Box 443
2260 AK Leidschendam
The Netherlands
Tel.: +31 (0)70 337 87 80
Fax: +31 (0)70 337 87 37
www.mibiton.nl

